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GamesOnTrack A/S extends GT Command PRO with block control and fiddle yard control. 
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GT Command being available as a quick and easy basic system with voice 

control can now be extended to a PRO version. The new PRO version 

exploits GT Position for e.g. individual train automation, flexible block 

control, automatic operation of fiddle yards with driving in, parking and 

driving out. The only requirement is that the train has a position transmitter in 

either logo or wagon. All control and automation is done via virtual blocks 

which are drawn with a mouse on the layout drawing. The blocks will not 

need to be isolated physically, tracks will not need cutting and wiring will not 

be needed. A block is dedicated a signal, physically or virtually, which 

controls driving in and out. Via the route function the train route is set to either manual or 

automatic. If a signal for a block is set to e.g. red, the train automatically stops here. With PRO 

version 3.2 GT Command has now become a fully professional control system which is very 

competitive with regard to price and implementation, because you save the investment in a lot of 

hardware. 

 

GT Command is available with below extensions:  

GT Games TF2. Games and tasks for simultaneous control of 2 trains. A precondition is GT 

Position to monitor the position of each individual train. 

 

GT Command Extra allows more users having automation and voice control to connect to the 

layout via the model railway PC. GT Command Extra is installed on an extra PC or V3.3 on an 

iPhone and allows up to 8 simultaneous users with each their own PC on the layout. The system is 

well-suited for clubs and common layouts.  

 

GT Command PRO is the professional extension of GT Command. GT Command PRO is the 

precondition for a complete exploitation of automatic block control, fiddle yard and more than 8 

simultaneous automation programs.  

  

GT Command 3L is for users who want to apply more languages at the same time. GT Command 

3L contains 3 voice control languages, e.g. German, English and Danish. The system is applied for 

exhibition layouts. 

 

Facts box: 

 Easy and simple basic package for model railway control on XP, Vista and W7. 

 Supports operation with digital centrals from among others Märklin, Fleischmann, Roco, 

Uhlenbrock, ESU, Digitrax, Lenz, Massoth. 
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 Contains monitoring, automatic digital centrals, voice control and automation. Well-suited for 

intensive operation on digital layouts for both young and senior users. 

 Contains  a game and task platform allowing you to run tasks and competitions on the layout.  

 Fully integrated with GT Position. 

 English, German, Danish voice control, wired or wireless headsets.  


